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BACkGROUND: Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) represents a 
public health problem with increasing incidence and severity. 
OBJECTIVE: To evaluate the clinical and economic consequences of 
vancomycin compared with fidaxomicin in the treatment of CDI from 
the Canadian health care system perspective. 
METHODS: A decision-tree model was developed to compare vanco-
mycin and fidaxomicin for the treatment of severe CDI. The model 
assumed identical initial cure rates and included first recurrent epi-
sodes of CDI (base case). Treatment of patients presenting with recur-
rent CDI was examined as an alternative analysis. Costs included were 
for study medication, physician services and hospitalization. Cost 
effectiveness was measured as incremental cost per recurrence avoided. 
Sensitivity analyses of key input parameters were performed.
RESULTS: In a cohort of 1000 patients with an initial episode of 
severe CDI, treatment with fidaxomicin led to 137 fewer recurrences 
at an incremental cost of $1.81 million, resulting in an incremental 
cost of $13,202 per recurrence avoided. Among 1000 patients with 
recurrent CDI, 113 second recurrences were avoided at an incremental 
cost of $18,190 per second recurrence avoided. Incremental costs per 
recurrence avoided increased with increasing proportion of cases 
caused by the NAP1/B1/027 strain. Results were sensitive to variations 
in recurrence rates and treatment duration but were robust to varia-
tions in other parameters.
CONCLUSIONS: The use of fidaxomicin is associated with a cost 
increase for the Canadian health care system. Clinical benefits of 
fidaxomicin compared with vancomycin depend on the proportion of 
cases caused by the NAP1/B1/027 strain in patients with severe CDI. 
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Les conséquences cliniques et économiques de la 
vancomycine et de la fidaxomicine pour traiter 
l’infection à Clostridium difficile au Canada

HISTORIQUE : L’infection à Clostridium difficile (ICD) est un pro-
blème de santé publique à l’incidence et à la gravité croissantes.
OBJECTIF : Évaluer les conséquences cliniques et économiques de la 
vancomycine par rapport à la fidaxomicine pour traiter l’ICD dans le 
système de santé canadien.
MÉTHODOLOGIE : Les chercheurs ont élaboré un modèle d’arbre 
décisionnel pour comparer la vancomycine et la fidaxomicine dans le 
traitement des graves ICD. Selon ce modèle, le taux de guérison initial 
était identique et incluait les premiers épisodes récurrents d’ICD (cas 
de référence). L’autre méthode d’analyse examinée était le traitement 
des patients atteints d’ICD. Les coûts inclus étaient ceux du médica-
ment à l’étude, des services des médecins et de l’hospitalisation. Les 
chercheurs ont mesuré l’efficacité des coûts sous forme de coût incré-
mentiel par récurrence évitée. Ils ont effectué les analyses de sensi-
bilité des principaux paramètres d’entrée.
RÉSULTATS : Dans une cohorte de 1 000 patients ayant eu un épi-
sode initial de grave ICD, le traitement à la fidaxomicine suscitait 
137 récurrences de moins à un coût incrémentiel de 1,81 million de 
dollars, pour un coût incrémentiel de 13 202 $ par récurrence évitée. 
Chez 1 000 patients ayant eu une ICD récurrente, 113 deuxièmes 
récurrences ont été évitées, à un coût incrémentiel de 18 190 $ par 
deuxième récurrence évitée. Les coûts incrémentiels par récurrence 
évitée grimpaient proportionnellement à l’augmentation de la propor-
tion des cas causés par la souche NAP1/B1/027. Les résultats étaient 
sensibles aux variations des taux de récurrence et de la durée de traite-
ment, mais robustes aux variations des autres paramètres.
CONCLUSIONS : L’utilisation de fidaxomicine s’associe à une aug-
mentation des coûts dans le système de santé canadien. Les avantages 
cliniques de la fidaxomicine par rapport à la vancomycine dépendent 
de la proportion de cas causés par la souche NAP1/B1/027 chez les 
patients atteints d’une grave ICD.
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Clostridium difficile infection (CDI) represents an important public 
health problem in both acute- and chronic-care facilities (1). 

CDI is involved in a significant proportion of cases of antibiotic-
induced diarrhea and can lead to severe outcomes such as pseudomem-
branous colitis and toxic megacolon (2). The occurrence of CDI has 
increased in the past two decades, with localized outbreaks of increased 
severity (especially in North America [including Quebec]) occurring 
in conjunction with the emergence of the more virulent NAP1/
B1/027 strain (3-8). During an outbreak in Quebec in 2004, Loo et al 
(3) estimated the incidence of nosocomial CDI to be 22.5 cases per 
1000 admissions and the attributable mortality to be 6.9% per case. 
The Canadian Nosocomial Infection Surveillance Program Study (9) 
reported an incidence of 4.6 health care-associated CDI cases per 
1000 hospital admissions and an attributable mortality rate of 5.7% 

per case across Canada in early 2005. Corresponding figures were sig-
nificantly higher for Quebec, with 12.8 cases per 1000 admissions and 
a reported mortality rate of 14.9% (9).

The rising incidence of CDI and the increasing proportion of more 
severe cases in Quebec during the period from 1991 to 2004 (10,11) led 
to an increased economic burden associated with this disease. 
Nevertheless, data regarding the economic burden of CDI in a Canadian 
context are scarce (1,12). In 2002, a Canadian cross-sectional study 
reported a minimum cost (antibiotic treatment and hospital stay only) 
of $128,200 per hospital for an average of 10 readmissions for nosocom-
ial C difficile-associated diarrhea (13). Based on a systematic literature 
review, the annual attributable health care costs of CDI in the United 
States were estimated to range from $433 million to $797 million per 
year (in 2008 $USD) (12). Similar data are not available for Canada.
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According to current clinical practice guidelines for CDI in adults, 
metronidazole is the preferred treatment for mild to moderate CDI, 
whereas vancomycin is indicated for severe disease (14-16). A com-
bination of vancomycin and metronidazole administered orally and 
intravenously, respectively, is the preferred treatment for severe, com-
plicated CDI (15,16). Recurrence of infection from the original strain 
(relapse) or from another strain (reinfection) remains an important 
issue, with 20% to 35% of patients with a first episode of C difficile-
associated diarrhea experiencing at least one recurrence after the end 
of the initial standard therapy (vancomycin or metronidazole) (17,18). 
Guidelines recommend the same regimen for the treatment of a first 
recurrence as for the initial episode (14-16). 

In a recent review of the comparative efficacy of C difficile treat-
ments, Drekonja et al (19) concluded that metronidazole, vancomycin 
and the new macrocyclic antibiotic fidaxomicin are similarly effective 
for initial cure of CDI in patients with diseases of variable severity. 
The review included the recent noninferiority trial conducted in 
Canada and the United States comparing fidaxomicin with 

vancomycin in CDI patients, which showed similar initial clinical 
cure rates (88.2% versus 85.8%, respectively) in the modified 
intention-to-treat population (n=596) but fewer recurrences for 
fidaxomicin compared with vancomycin overall (15.4% versus 25.3%, 
respectively) and for patients infected with non-NAP1/B1/027 strains 
(10.3% versus 28.1%, respectively) (20). A second noninferiority 
clinical trial conducted in Europe and North America comparing 
fidaxomicin and vancomycin for treatment of patients with CDI was 
published after this review and reported similar results in the modified 
intention-to-treat population (n=509) (21). A meta-analysis of the 
two trials recently reported that fidaxomicin reduced by 40% a com-
posite end-point of persistent diarrhea, recurrence or death during a 
40-day follow-up (22). Although leading to fewer recurrences, 
fidaxomicin treatment is more expensive than treatment with vanco-
mycin (19) and its cost utility from the perspective of a third-party 
payer in the United States has been recently estimated to be 
US$67,576 per quality-adjusted life year (23). 

The significant burden of CDI and the availability of a new treat-
ment prompted us to evaluate the clinical and economic consequences 
of using vancomycin compared with fidaxomicin in the treatment of 
patients with CDI in the Canadian context from the perspective of the 
publicly funded health care system.

METHODS
Model design
A decision-tree model was developed in Excel 2007 (Microsoft 
Corporation, USA) to compare vancomycin and fidaxomicin for the 
treatment of patients with severe CDI (Figure 1). The treatment 
regimens compared were vancomycin (Vancocin) 125 mg every 6 h 
for 10 days and fidaxomicin (Dificid; Optimer Pharmaceuticals 
Canada Inc, Canada) 200 mg every 12 h for 10 days, as used in the 
comparative clinical trials (20,21). Model transition probabilities are 
presented in Table 1. It was assumed that initial cure rates were iden-
tical in the two treatment arms because of the noninferiority reported 
in the trials (20,21). After initial cure, the analysis included only the 
first recurrent episode of CDI, for which comparative rates following 
vancomycin and fidaxomicin in severe CDI patients were available 
(20,21). Transition probabilities of initial cure and recurrence rates 
were calculated as the weighted average of rates from the two 

Figure 1) Decision-tree diagram for the treatment of patients with 
Clostridium difficile infection (CDI). Numbers are transition probabilities 
for patients with severe disease (base case)

TAble 1
Model input parameters: Transition probabilities
Parameter Value (95% CI range in SA) References, assumptions
Initial cure rates
Severe disease (base case) 0.813 Louie et al (20), 2011; Cornely et al (21), 2012; Cornely et al (30), 2012 

(M-ITT analysis); assumed to be the same in both treatment armsPatients with recurrent CDI (subgroup) 0.926
Analysis according to strain type
   NAP1/B1/027 0.813
   Non-NAP1/B1/027 0.912
Recurrence rates
Severe disease (base case) 
   Vancomycin 0.283 (0.211–0.354) Louie et al (20), 2011; Cornely et al (21), 2012 (M-ITT analysis) 
   Fidaxomicin 0.114 (0.062–0.167)
Patients with recurrent CDI (subgroup)
   Vancomycin 0.323 (0.222–0.428) Cornely et al (30), 2012 (M-ITT analysis)
   Fidaxomicin 0.203 (0.114–0.291)
NAP1/B1/027 (analysis according to strain type)
   Vancomycin 0.282 (0.201–0.364) Louie et al (20), 2011; Cornely et al (21), 2012 (M-ITT analysis) 
   Fidaxomicin 0.248 (0.168–0.327)
Non-NAP1/B1/027 (analysis according to strain type)
   Vancomycin 0.278 (0.219–0.336) Louie et al (20), 2011; Cornely et al (21), 2012 (M-ITT analysis)
   Fidaxomicin 0.097 (0.059–0.135)
CDI Clostridium difficile infection; M-ITT Modified intention-to-treat; SA Sensitivity analysis
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comparative clinical trials and are shown in Table 1. For recurrence 
rates, 95% CIs were calculated using the following equation:

in which p is the weighted average recurrence rate and n is the total 
number of observations (patients).

The incremental cost per recurrence avoided was used as the meas-
ure of cost effectiveness. Recurrence was defined as reappearance of 
>3 diarrheal stools in 24 h within 28 days after the final dose of study 
medication; C difficile toxin A or B, or both, in stool samples; and a need 
for retreatment for CDI (20,21). It was assumed that the episode of 
recurrence was treated using the same medication regimen as the initial 
episode, as recommended in clinical guidelines (14-16). The proportion 
of patients hospitalized for recurrence of CDI was derived from two stud-
ies. One study reported that 62% of patients experiencing a first episode 
of CDI were hospitalized within 60 days of recurrence (without provid-
ing the reason for hospitalization) (24). A second study reported that, 
among patients who were rehospitalized after an initial episode of CDI, 
31% received a primary diagnosis of CDI (25). These two proportions 
were multiplied to estimate that 19.3% of patients were hospitalized 
with recurrence of CDI. The time horizon of the analysis was approxi-
mately two months after onset of the initial episode, which corresponds 
to the time over which the occurrence of the first recurrence was fol-
lowed in the two clinical trials (20,21).

Patient population
The target population of the model were patients with severe CDI as 
defined by clinical guidelines (ie, patients with a white blood cell 
count 15×109 cells/L or a serum creatinine level ≥1.5 times the pre-
morbid level [15]). This definition approximates the population 
defined as severe in the clinical trials comparing fidaxomicin with 
vancomycin (Louie et al [20] and Cornely et al [21]), which included 
patients with ≥10 unformed bowel movements per day or with body 
temperature >38.5°C, respectively, as additional possible inclusion 
criteria (20,21). 

Resource utilization and costs 
In accordance with the health care system perspective of the 
present analysis, the model included direct treatment costs, ie, study 

medication, physician services and hospitalization. Resource utiliza-
tion and unit costs are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively. Resource 
utilization was based on the Louie et al (20) and Cornely et al (21) 
studies and on published Canadian sources (7,24,26). Medication was 
assumed to be the same for the recurrent and initial episodes. The 
proportion of inpatients in the population entering the model was 
the same for both the fidaxomicin and vancomycin treatment arms, 
similar to the two clinical trials, and was estimated as the average of 
proportions reported in these trials (20,21). It was assumed that one 
medical consultation and two additional assessments by a gastroenter-
ologist or an infectious disease specialist were required for each patient 
hospitalized for CDI. The proportion of patients who underwent a 
colectomy during the initial episode of CDI was derived from a study 
involving 266 patients in Quebec with severe CDI defined by either 
leukocyte count or creatinine level (7). The proportion of patients 
who had a colectomy during the recurrent episode was derived from 
the number of colectomies among the patients (n=463) who had a 
first recurrence of C difficile-associated disease in another study from 
the same research group (24).

The fidaxomicin acquisition cost was based on the value cited in 
the Common Drug Review of fidaxomicin by the Canadian Agency 
for Drugs and Technologies in Health (27). The costs of inpatient and 
outpatient physician consultations and assessments were obtained 
from the Ontario Schedule for Physician Services (28), and the cost 
for colectomy was obtained from a report of the Canadian Agency for 
Drugs and Technologies in Health (26). The hospital cost of an acute 
stay for enterocolitis (referred as the most responsible diagnosis in this 
database) was obtained from the Ontario Case Costing Initiative (29).

Subgroup analysis: patients with recurrent CDI
An alternative analysis targeting patients who present with recurrent 
CDI was also performed. This patient population corresponds to the 
subgroup of patients in the two head-to-head clinical trials who, at base-
line, presented with a first recurrent episode of CDI and were then ran-
domly assigned to fidaxomicin or vancomycin (30) (treatment of the 
initial episode of CDI in these patients had consisted of metronidazole 
[52%], vancomycin [18%], combinations of these two [13.3%] or no 
medication [17%]) (30). In this subgroup of patients, the reported recur-
rence rates after successful initial treatment with fidaxomicin or 

TAble 2
Model input parameters: Resource utilization 

Parameter
Type and quantity per patient using 

resource (range in SA) References, assumptions
Medication
   Vancomycin 4 × 125 mg for 10 (6–14) days Louie et al (20), 2011; the same for recurrent episodes and initial 

episode (Cohen et al [15], 2010)   Fidaxomicin 2 × 200 mg for 10 (6–14) days
Proportion of initial episodes treated in hospital, % 63.8 Louie et al (20), 2011 and Cornely et al (21), 2012; assumed to 

be the same in both treatment arms
Proportion of patients hospitalized for 

recurrence
0.193 (0.110–0.276) Base: percent hospitalized within 60 days of recurrence (62%; 

Pepin et al [24], 2006) multiplied by the proportion hospitalized 
with primary CDI diagnosis (31%; O’Brien et al [25], 2007) 

Low: percent with complications (11%; Pepin et al [24], 2006, 
represents −43% of base value)

High: +43% of base value
Inpatient (medical) physician services One consultation with GE or ID specialist, 

and 2 (1–3) additional assessments by GE 
or ID specialist

Expert opinion

Proportion of patients undergoing colectomy, %
   Initial episode 3.84 (1.5–4.0) Pepin et al (7), 2007
   Recurrent episodes 0.65 Pepin et al (24), 2006
Colectomy physician services One surgery (includes surgeon, 

anesthesiologist and assistant)
Perras et al (26), 2011

Outpatient physician services One limited consultation with family physician Perras et al (26), 2011
GE Gastroenterologist; ID Infectious diseases; SA Sensitivity analysis
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vancomycin, thus, represent rates of second recurrence (30). The 
reported rates were not delineated by initial disease severity (30).

Sensitivity analyses
The impact of the uncertainty of model input parameters on the 
incremental cost per recurrence avoided was assessed using determin-
istic sensitivity analyses. The varied parameters were the recurrence 
rate after fidaxomicin treatment, the proportion of patients hospital-
ized for CDI recurrence, hospitalization costs, the number of addi-
tional in-hospital assessments by a specialist and medication 
treatment duration. Lower and upper limits of the 95% CI of the 
weighted average of recurrence rates after fidaxomicin treatment 
from the two clinical trials were used as lower and higher bound 
values for the first sensitivity analysis. The lower bound value for the 
proportion of patients hospitalized for recurrence was the proportion 
of patients with complications during recurrence (11%) as reported 
by Pépin et al (24). This value represents −43% of the base case 
value. The higher bound value was +43% of the base case value. The 
hospitalization cost was varied between the Ontario Case Costing 
Initiative cost for typical cases (n=557) and the cost for all cases 

regardless of case mix group (n=711). The number of additional in-
hospital assessments by a specialist was varied between one and 
three. The medication treatment duration was varied by four days 
around the base case value (10 days), because clinical guidelines 
recommend up to 14 days of treatment (14,15). 

Analysis according to strain type
Because recurrence rates were significantly lower with fidaxomicin com-
pared with vancomycin only for patients infected with non-NAP1/
B1/027 strains and not for patients with NAP1/B1/027 strains (20,21), 
the impact of varying the proportion of patients infected with NAP1/
B1/027 was investigated by varying this proportion from 0% to 100% in 
a linear interpolation of averaged data from the two clinical trials. 

RESULTS
Base case results
Compared with vancomycin, treatment of 1000 patients with severe 
CDI with fidaxomicin led to 137 fewer recurrences and 26 fewer 
patients hospitalized for recurrence (Table 4). The use of fidaxomicin 
increased the cost of initial treatment by $1.81 million due to higher 

TAble 4
base case model results: Clinical and economic outcomes of fidaxomicin and vancomycin for the treatment of 
1000 patients with severe Clostridium difficile infection
Parameter Fidaxomicin Vancomycin Incremental outcome (fidaxomicin − vancomycin)
Clinical
   Patients with initial cure, n 813 813 0
   Patients with recurrence, n 93 230 −137
   Patients hospitalized for recurrence, n 18 44 −26
Economic – initial treatment, $
   Medication 2,200,000 207,200 1,992,800
   Outpatient consultation 23,856 23,856 0
   Hospitalization (including physician fees) 7,778,496 7,778,496 0
   Subtotal 10,242,846 8,250,046 1,992,800
Economic – recurrence treatment, $
   Medication 204,505 47,676 156,828
   Outpatient consultation 4,943 12,234 −7,292
   Hospitalization (including physician fees) 224,874 556,636 −331,762
   Subtotal 434,321 616,547 −182,226
Economic – total treatment, $ 
   Total cost (initial + recurrence) 10,677,167 8,866,593 1,810,574
Incremental cost per recurrence avoided, $ 13,202

TAble 3
Model input parameters: Unit costs
Parameter Value (range in SA), $ References and assumptions
Medication cost per day
   Vancomycin 20.72 Liste des médicaments assurés (39), 2013
   Fidaxomicin 220.00 Common Drug Review report (27), 2012
Physician services
Outpatient setting
   Limited consultation with physician 65.90 Ontario Schedule for Physician Services, September 2011 (28), code A905
Inpatient setting
   Consultation with GE or ID specialist 157.00 Code A415 or A465 (28)
   Additional assessments by GE or ID  
      specialist

58.80 Codes C122-124 (28)

   Colectomy physician fees 1,700 Perras et al (26), 2011
Acute hospital stay for enterocolitis due  
   to Clostridium difficile infection (most  
   responsible diagnosis)

12,192 (9,113–15,050) OCCI (29), 2009-2010, Acute Inpatient Database
Base: All cases, CMG group 248-severe enteritis (n=672) 
Low: Typical cases, CMG group 248-severe enteritis (n=557)
High: All cases, regardless of CMG group (n=711) 

CMG Case mix group; GE Gastroenterologist; ID Infectious diseases; OCCI Ontario Case Costing Initiative; SA Sensitivity analysis
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cost of medication ($2.40 million) compared with vancomycin 
($0.25 million). Regarding the cost of the first recurrence, fidaxomicin 
resulted in overall savings $0.200 million, mainly due to lower hospi-
talization costs in the fidaxomicin arm ($0.225 million versus 
$0.557 million) partly offset by higher medication costs ($0.205 mil-
lion versus $0.048 million). This resulted in a total incremental cost of 
$1.81 million for fidaxomicin and an incremental cost of $13,202 per 
recurrence avoided in the fidaxomicin arm. 

Subgroup analysis
When only the subgroup of patients with recurrent CDI was taken into 
account, according to the pooled report of the two clinical studies (30), 
treatment of 1000 patients who experienced a first recurrence with 
fidaxomicin instead of vancomycin led to 113 fewer second recurrences 
and 22 fewer patients hospitalized for a second recurrence (Table 5). 
The initial incremental cost of treating 1000 patients with recurrent 
CDI with fidaxomicin rather than vancomycin was the same as in the 
base case ($1.99 million); the incremental cost of treating second recur-
rences was $69,863 per 1000 patients. Collectively, this resulted in a 
total incremental cost for fidaxomicin versus vancomycin of $2.06 mil-
lion per 1000 patients with a first recurrence (had already experienced a 
CDI episode) or $18,190 per second recurrence avoided. When only the 
costs of the initial treatment of the first recurrence were taken into 
account (ie, $1.99 million per 1000 patients), disregarding treatment of 
second recurrences, the incremental cost per second recurrence avoided 
was $17,574 (data not shown). If a first recurrent episode is treated with 
vancomycin and fidaxomycin is only reserved for a second recurrence, 
the total incremental cost of this strategy compared with continuing 
vancomycin treatment per 1000 patients with recurrent CDI would be 
reduced to $0.6 million (data not shown).

Sensitivity analyses
The model was sensitive to the recurrence rate in the fidaxomicin 
arm. An increase of this parameter to the upper limit of its 95% CI 
(ie, to 0.167) reduced recurrences avoided to 94 per 1000 patients 
initially treated with fidaxomicin versus vancomycin, while increas-
ing the incremental total cost to $2.0 million and the incremental 
total cost per recurrence avoided to $21,330 (+62% from base case). 
On the other hand, a decrease of the fidaxomicin recurrence rate to 
the lower limit of its 95% CI (ie, to 0.062) resulted in 180 recur-
rences avoided at an incremental total cost of $1.6 million and 
$8,946 per recurrence avoided (−32% of base case) (Figure 2). The 
model was also sensitive to the duration of treatment; an extension 
from 10 to 14 days led to an increase of incremental cost per recur-
rence avoided by fidaxomicin compared with vancomycin to $19,472 
while a shorter treatment (six days) resulted in a decrease to $6,932 
(Figure 2). The model was slightly sensitive (±8%) to variations in 
the proportion of patients hospitalized for recurrence, which was 
varied ±43% around the base case value (Figure 2). The model was 
also slightly sensitive to variations in hospitalization costs, with an 
increase of incremental cost per recurrence avoided by fidaxomicin 
compared with vancomycin to $13,797 (+5%) for the lower bound of 
costs, and a decrease to $12,650 (−4%) for the higher bound. The 
model was marginally sensitive (±0.1%) to the number (one to 
three) of additional in-hospital assessments by a gastroenterologist or 
an infectious disease specialist. 

Impact of the proportion of CDI cases caused by the NAP1/
B1/027 strain
When analyzing the combined clinical data according to strain type, 
recurrence rates between treatments showed a statistically significant 
difference for patients infected with non-NAP1/B1/027 strains 
(fidaxomicin: 0.097 versus vancomycin: 0.278; P<0.0001) but not for 
those infected with NAP1/B1/027 strains (fidaxomicin: 0.248 versus 
vancomycin: 0.282; P=0.56). Figure 3 shows the impact of the propor-
tion of cases caused by the NAP1/B1/027 strain on the number of 
recurrent cases avoided by fidaxomicin versus vancomycin per 
1000 patients entering the model (panel A), and the incremental cost 
per recurrence avoided (panel B) using weighted average recurrence 
rates from the two clinical trials (20,21). In this figure, the solid lines 
show the results obtained using the mean estimates for all rates, 
whereas the dotted and dashed lines show the ranges obtained by vary-
ing the recurrence rate for fidaxomicin-treated patients infected with 
NAP1/B1/027 strains from lower and upper bounds, respectively, of its 
95% CI (ie, 0.168 to 0.327 [Table 1]). 

If among 1000 CDI patients all cases were caused by non-NAP1/
B1/027 strains, 165 recurrences would be avoided with fidaxomicin 
versus vancomycin and the total incremental cost per recurrence 
avoided would reach a minimum of $10,504. As the proportion of 
patients infected with NAP1/B1/027 strains increases, fidaxomicin 
becomes progressively less cost effective. If, among 1000 patients, 
all cases were caused by NAP1/B1/027 strains, the mean number of 

TAble 5
Subgroup analysis results: Clinical and economic outcomes of fidaxomicin and vancomycin for the treatment of 
1000 patients with first recurrent Clostridium difficile infection 
Parameter Fidaxomicin Vancomycin Incremental outcome (fidaxomicin − vancomycin)
Clinical, n
   Patients with initial cure of first  recurrence 926 926 0
   Patients experiencing second recurrence 188 301 −113
   Patients hospitalized for recurrence 36 58 −22
Economic, $
   Total cost of initial treatment of first recurrence 10,242,846 8,250,046 1,992,800
   Total cost of second recurrence treatment 876,192 806,329 69,863
   Total cost (initial + recurrence) 11,119,038 9,056,376 2,062,663
   Incremental cost per second recurrence avoided 18,190

Figure 2) Deterministic sensitivity analyses of incremental cost of recur-
rence avoided by fidaxomicin versus vancomycin in 1000 patients with 
severe Clostridium difficile infection

0 2,000 4,000 6,000 8,000 10,000 12,000 14,000 16,000 18,000 20,000
Incremental cost per recurrence avoided (Can$)

Input parameter increased Input parameter decreased

Medica�on treatment dura�on:
6 – 14 days

Propor�on of pa�ents hospitalized 
for recurrence:  0.110 – 0.276

Hospitaliza�on costs: 
$9,113 – $15,050

Number of addi�onal in-hospital 
specialist assessments : 1 – 3

Recurrence rate for fidaxomicin:
0.062 – 0.167
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recurrences avoided would reach a minimum of 28 and the mean 
incremental cost per recurrence avoided a maximum of $83,295.

As the dotted and dashed lines show, the above-mentioned results 
were highly sensitive to the differential in recurrence rates among 
NAP1/B1/027-infected patients, with increasing uncertainty with a ris-
ing proportion of NAP1/B1/027-infected patients. In the case of a 
patient population with 100% of cases caused by NAP1/B1/027 strains, 
the number of recurrences avoided when using fidaxomicn versus 
vancomycin ranged between 93 and −37, and the corresponding incre-
mental cost per recurrence avoided between $21,798 and an additional 
cost of $71,151 per additional case of recurrence. Similar results were 
obtained when varying the recurrence rate among NAP1/B1/027-
infected, vancomycin-treated patients across its 95% CI, while keeping 
the corresponding fidaxomicin rate constant (data not shown). 

DISCUSSION
In the past 15 years, CDI has become more challenging to the health 
care system due to increased incidence and severity. C difficile remains 
the most important cause of health care-associated diarrhea and can 
lead to severe outcomes including pseudomembranous colitis, toxic 
megacolon and death (2). Vancomycin is currently the treatment of 

choice for severe CDI (14,15). Fidaxomicin, recently approved by 
Health Canada for the treatment of patients with CDI, was shown to 
be noninferior to vancomycin for clinical cure and was associated with 
significantly lower rates of recurrence overall and among the subpopu-
lation of patients with CDI caused by non-NAP1/B1/027 strains 
(20,21). For patients with severe CDI, the present study revealed an 
incremental cost of $13,202 per recurrence case avoided by fidaxomi-
cin compared with vancomycin from the perspective of the Canadian 
public health care system. Among patients presenting with a first 
recurrent episode of CDI, the incremental cost of a second recurrence 
avoided was $18,190. The incremental cost-effectiveness ratio was 
sensitive to the duration of treatment, the recurrence rate and the 
proportion of CDI cases caused by the NAP1/B1/027 strain.

Although clinical guidelines for CDI in adults recommend 10 days of 
treatment, it is recognized that some patients may respond slowly to treat-
ment and may require a longer course (eg, 14 days) (15). In addition, 
many clinicians prolong the treatment of CDI to avoid recurrence, espe-
cially in patients receiving other antimicrobial agents (15). In the present 
study, an increase in the duration of treatment from 10 days to 14 days led 
to a 47% increase (from $13,202 to $19,472) in the incremental cost per 
recurrence avoided by fidaxomicin compared with vancomycin. 

Varying the recurrence rate among patients with severe CDI treated 
with fidaxomicin across its 95% CI, as derived from the two clinical 
studies, also strongly impacted model outputs, which, as a consequence, 
varied from $8,946 to $21,330 per recurrence case avoided.

In the analysis according to strain type, the proportion of CDI 
cases caused by the hypervirulent strain NAP1/B1/027 had a major 
impact on the comparative effectiveness and cost effectiveness of 
fidaxomicin versus vancomycin because, in contrast to non-NAP1/
B1/027 strains, fidaxomicin treatment did not lead to statistically sig-
nificantly fewer recurrences in patients infected with the NAP1/
B1/027 strain (20,21). The NAP1 strain is postulated to be more 
virulent than other strains because of a deletion in the tcdC gene lead-
ing to increased toxin A and B production (31). An association 
between NAP1/B1/027 and severe clinical outcomes (32,33) as well as 
higher risk of infection rather than colonization (34) in nonepidemic 
settings was observed in Canada but not in the United States (35) and 
England (5), suggesting the involvement of uninvestigated local fac-
tors. The proportion of patients infected with NAP1 strains appears to 
be quite variable in time and location. During the six-month period 
from November 2004 to April 2005, it was reported to range from 7% 
in Manitoba and Saskatchewan to 76% in Quebec, with an average of 
31% across nine Canadian provinces (33). Across other Canadian 
studies (4,31,32,36), the proportion of patients infected with NAP1 
strains ranged from 26% in Ontario in 2004 to 2006 (75% of which 
belonged to the NAP1 ribotype 027 associated with outbreaks) (36) to 
75% during the 2003 to 2004 outbreak in the Montreal area (4) The 
two most recent studies reported a NAP1 proportion of 63% across six 
hospitals in Quebec and Ontario in 2006 to 2007 (34) and 53% during 
an outbreak in Ontario in 2008 to 2009 (8). Assuming that 53% of 
cases in a patient population are caused by the NAP1/B1/027 strain 
(the lowest value reported in Canadian outbreaks), the model predicts 
89 fewer recurrences per 1000 patients treated with fidaxomicin rather 
than vancomycin at an incremental cost of $23,258 per recurrence 
avoided (an increase of 76% from the base case). 

The results of the present study should be considered in light of 
several limitations. Due to unavailability of data regarding the risk of 
subsequent recurrent episodes and on outcomes of treatment of recur-
rent episodes with fidaxomicin versus vancomycin, the model took 
into account the first recurrent episode in patients with severe disease 
(base case) or the second recurrent episode (subgroup analysis) in the 
28 days following treatment of the initial episode or the first recur-
rence of CDI, respectively. An initial CDI episode can be followed by 
several recurrent episodes (37,38), which would reduce the incremen-
tal cost per patient with recurrent disease avoided. In addition, avoid-
ance of such CDI recurrences should reduce the rate of person-to-person 
transmission, which was not captured by our model.

Figure 3) Relationship of number of recurrences avoided (A) and of cost 
per recurrence avoided (B) by fidaxomicin versus vancomycin with the 
proportion of cases caused by NAP1/B1/027 strains in 1000 patients with 
Clostridium difficile infection. Dotted and dashed lines show lower and 
upper bounds, respectively, of the 95% CI for recurrence rate in 
fidaxomicin-treated patients infected with NAP1/B1/027 strains
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Another limitation was that the proportion of patients hospitalized 
for a first recurrence in the model (19.3%) was indirectly inferred from 
two observations: 62% of patients experiencing a first episode of CDI 
were hospitalized (for any reason) within 60 days of a first recurrence 
(24); and 31% of rehospitalized patients received a primary diagnosis 
of CDI (25). Although fidaxomicin treatment was shown to lead to 
fewer recurrences compared with vancomycin (20), sensitivity analy-
ses around this value (±43%) had a minor impact on the incremental 
cost per recurrence avoided. Also, it was assumed in the model that 
the first recurrence was of same length and severity compared with the 
initial episode of CDI. However, in a study enrolling >200 patients 
experiencing recurrent C difficile-associated disease, the first recur-
rence compared with the initial episode was associated with a shorter 
duration of diarrhea and less severity of other clinical symptoms such 
as fever and abdominal pain (38). Thus, according to these observa-
tions, the cost of first recurrence may be lower than that of the initial 
episode, implying that the incremental cost per recurrence avoided 
with fidaxomicin versus vancomycin may be underestimated.

Uncertainty regarding the recurrence rate differential between 
fidaxomicin and vancomycin for patients with severe disease, the cur-
rent target population for vancomycin treatment, and especially for 
patients infected with the hypervirulent NAP1/B1/027 strain, for whom 
no statistically significant difference was shown in both clinical trials, 
also limits the generalizability of the model results. It is important to 
realize that these recurrence rates were based on subpopulations of the 
two clinical trials: a total of 292 patients with severe disease and of 230 
patients infected with the NAP1/B1/027 strain, who were not further 
delineated by disease severity. More clinical data, ideally involving 

Canadian patients with severe disease, would be needed to increase the 
precision of the recurrence rate estimates. Local data would be particu-
larly important in light of the apparent impact of the strain type (NAP1/
B1/027 versus non-NAP1/B1/027) on the differential in recurrence 
rates between fidaxomycin and vancomycin and the importance of the 
NAP1/B1/027 strain in recent Canadian outbreaks. Also, more real-
world data is needed to explore in more detail the health care resource 
implications of recurrent CDI and to identify which populations would 
benefit the most from the available treatment options. 

CONCLUSION 
The use of fidaxomicin compared with vancomycin is associated with 
a cost increase for the Canadian health care system. In patients with 
severe CDI as defined in clinical guidelines, the total incremental cost 
per recurrence avoided with fidaxomicin versus vancomycin ($13,202) 
is sensitive to the recurrence rate after fidaxomicin treatment and the 
duration of treatment. The proportion of cases caused by the NAP1/
B1/027 strain in patient populations with CDI also has a strong impact 
on the differential effectiveness and cost effectiveness of the two 
treatments.
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